
READING STRATEGY

1 Magnets and Magnetism
You’ve probably seen magnets stuck to a refrigerator door. 
These magnets might be holding notes or pictures. Or they 
might be just for looks.

If you have ever experimented with magnets, you know that 
they stick to each other and to some kinds of metals. You also 
know that magnets can stick to things without directly touch-
ing them—such as a magnet used to hold a piece of paper to 
a refrigera tor door.

Properties of Magnets
More than 2,000 years ago, the Greeks discovered a mineral 
that attracted things made of iron. Because this mineral was 
found in a part of Turkey called Magnesia, the Greeks called it 
magnetite. Today, any material that attracts iron or things made 
of iron is called a magnet.magnet. All magnets have certain properties. 
For example, all magnets have two poles. Magnets exert forces 
on each other and are surrounded by a magnetic field.

✓✓Reading Check  What is a magnet? (See the Appendix for answers 
to Reading Checks.)

Magnetic Poles
The magnetic effects are not the same throughout a magnet. 
What would happen if you dipped a bar magnet into a box 
of paper clips? Most of the clips would stick to the ends of 
the bar, as shown in Figure 1. This shows that the strongest 
effects are near the ends of the bar magnet. Each end of the 
magnet is a magnetic pole. As you will see, magnetic polesmagnetic poles are
points on a magnet that have opposite magnetic qualities.

Figure 1  More paper clips stick 
to the ends, or magnetic poles, of 
a magnet because the magnetic 
effects are strongest there.

magnetmagnet  any material that attracts 
iron or materials containing iron

magnetic polemagnetic pole  one of two points, 
such as the ends of a magnet, that 
have opposing magnetic qualities

What You Will Learn

Describe the properties of magnets.
Explain why some materials are 
magnetic and some are not.
Describe four kinds of magnets.
Give two examples of the effect of 
Earth’s magnetic field.

Vocabulary
magnet
magnetic pole
magnetic force

Prediction Guide  Before reading this 
section, predict whether each of the 
following statements is true or false:

• Every magnet has a north pole and 
a south pole.

• The magnetic pole near the South 
Pole in Antarctica is a north pole.
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North and South
Suppose you hang a magnet by a string so 
that the magnet can spin. You will see that 
one end of the magnet always ends up point-
ing to the north, as shown in Figure 2. The 
pole of a magnet that points to the north is 
called the magnet’s north pole. The opposite 
end of the magnet points to the south. It 
is called the magnet’s south pole. Magnetic 
poles are always in pairs. You will never find 
a magnet that has only a north pole or only 
a south pole.

If you hold the north poles of two magnets close together, 
the magnetic force will push the magnets apart. The same 
is true if you hold the south poles close together.

If you hold the north pole of one 
magnet close to the south pole of 
another magnet, the magnetic force 
will pull the magnets together.

Figure 2  The needle in a 
compass is a magnet that is 
free to rotate.

magnetic forcemagnetic force  the force of 
attraction or repulsion generated by 
moving or spinning electric charges

Magnetic Force Between MagnetsFigure 3

Magnetic Forces
When you bring two magnets close together, the magnets 
each exert a magnetic forcemagnetic force on the other. These magnetic forces 
result from spinning electric charges in the magnets. The force 
can either push the magnets apart or pull them together. The 
magnetic force is a universal force. It is always present when 
magnetic poles come near one another.

Think of the last time you worked with magnets. If you 
held two magnets in a certain way, they pulled together. When 
you turned one of the magnets around, they pushed apart. 
Why? The magnetic force between magnets depends on how 
the poles of the magnets line up. Like poles repel, and opposite 
poles attract, as shown in Figure 3.

✓✓Reading Check  If two magnets push each other away, what 
can you conclude about their poles?
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Magnetic Fields
A magnetic field exists in the region around a magnet in which 
magnetic forces can act. The shape of a magnetic field can be 
shown with lines drawn from the north pole of a magnet to 
the south pole, as shown in Figure 4. These lines map out the 
magnetic field and are called magnetic field lines. The closer 
together the field lines are, the stronger the magnetic field is. 
The lines around a magnet are closest together at the poles, 
where the magnetic force on an object is strongest.

The Cause of Magnetism
Some materials are magnetic. Some are not. For example, a 
magnet can pick up paper clips and iron nails. But it cannot 
pick up paper, plastic, pennies, or aluminum foil. What causes 
the difference? Whether a material is magnetic depends on 
the material’s atoms.

Atoms and Domains
All matter is made of atoms. Electrons are negatively charged 
particles of atoms. As an electron moves around, it makes, or 
induces, a magnetic field. The atom will then have a north and 
a south pole. In most materials, such as copper and aluminum, 
the magnetic fields of the individual atoms cancel each other 
out. Therefore, these materials are not magnetic.

But in materials such as iron, nickel, and cobalt, groups of 
atoms are in tiny areas called domains. The north and south 
poles of the atoms in a domain line up and make a strong 
magnetic field. Domains are like tiny magnets of different sizes 
within an object. The arrangement of domains in an object 
determines whether the object is magnetic. Figure 5 shows 
how the arrangement of domains works.

✓✓Reading Check  Why are copper and aluminum not magnetic?

Figure 4  Magnetic field lines show the shape of a 
magnetic field around a magnet. You can model magnetic 
field lines by sprinkling iron filings around a magnet.

Animal 
Compasses

Scientists think that birds and 
other animals may use Earth’s 
magnetic field to help them 
navigate. Write a one-page 
paper in your science journal 
that tells which animals might 
find their way using Earth’s 
magnetic field. Include evi-
dence scientists have found 
that supports the idea.
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Losing Alignment
The domains of a magnet may not always stay lined up. When 
domains move, the magnet is demagnetized, or loses its mag-
netic properties. Dropping a magnet or hitting it too hard can 
move the domains. Putting the magnet in a strong magnetic 
field that is opposite to its own can also move domains. Increas-
ing the temperature of a magnet can also demagnetize it. At 
higher temperatures, atoms in the magnet vibrate faster. As a 
result, the atoms in the domains may no longer line up.

✓✓Reading Check  Describe two ways a magnet can lose its 
magnetic properties.

Making Magnets
You can make a magnet from something made of iron, cobalt, 
or nickel. You just need to line up the domains in it. For 
example, you can magnetize an iron nail if you rub it in one 
direction with one pole of a magnet. The domains in the 
nail line up with the magnetic field of the magnet. So, the 
domains in the nail become aligned. As more domains line 
up, the magnetic field of the nail grows stronger. The nail will 
become a magnet, as shown in Figure 6.

The process of making a magnet also explains how a mag-
net can pick up an unmagnetized object, such as a paper clip. 
When a magnet is close to a paper clip, some domains in the 
paper clip line up with the field of the magnet. So, the paper 
clip becomes a temporary magnet. The north pole of the paper 
clip points toward the south pole of the magnet. The paper 
clip is attracted to the magnet. When the magnet is removed, 
the domains of the paper clip become scrambled again.

Figure 6  This nail was 
magnetized by dragging 
a magnet down it many 
times.

If the domains in an object are randomly 
arranged, the magnetic fields of the individual 
domains cancel each other out, and the 
object has no magnetic properties.

If most of the domains in an object are 
aligned, the magnetic fields of the individ-
ual domains combine to make the whole 
object magnetic.

Arrangement of Domains in an ObjectFigure 5
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Cutting a Magnet
What do you think would happen if you cut a magnet in half? 
You might think that you would end up with one north-pole 
piece and one south-pole piece. But that’s not what happens. 
When you cut a magnet in half, you end up with two magnets. 
Each piece has its own north pole and south pole, as shown 
in Figure 7. A magnet has poles because its domains are lined 
up. Each domain within a magnet is like a tiny magnet with 
a north pole and a south pole. Even the smallest pieces of a 
magnet have two poles.

Kinds of Magnets
There are different ways to describe magnets. Some magnets 
are made of iron, nickel, cobalt, or mixtures of those metals. 
Magnets made with these metals have strong magnetic prop-
erties and are called ferromagnets. Look at Figure 8. The mineral 
magnetite is an example of a naturally occurring ferromagnet. 
Another kind of magnet is the electromagnet. This is a magnet 
made by an electric current. An electromagnet usually has an 
iron core.

✓✓Reading Check  What are ferromagnets?

Temporary and Permanent Magnets
Magnets can also be described as temporary magnets or perma-
nent magnets. Temporary magnets are made from materials that 
are easy to magnetize. But they tend to lose their magnetiza-
tion easily. Soft iron is iron that is not mixed with any other 
materials. It can be made into temporary magnets. Permanent 
magnets are difficult to magnetize. But they tend to keep their 
magnetic properties longer than temporary magnets do. Some 
permanent magnets are made with alnico (AL ni KOH)—an alloy 
of aluminum, nickel, cobalt, and iron.

Figure 8  Magnetite attracts 
objects containing iron and is 
a ferromagnet.

Figure 7  If you cut a magnet in pieces, 
each piece will still be a magnet with 
two poles.
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Geographic
North Pole Magnetic pole

Magnetic pole
Geographic
South Pole

Earth’s geo-
graphic poles 
are on the 
axis on which 
Earth rotates.

The magnetic fi eld 
lines around Earth are 
similar to the magnetic 
fi eld lines around a 
bar magnet.

Earth’s magnetic poles 
are the points on 
Earth’s surface where 
its magnetic forces are 
the strongest.

Earth as a Magnet
One end of every magnet points to the north if the magnet 
can spin. For more than 2,000 years, travelers have used this 
property to find their way. In fact, you use this when you use 
a compass, because a compass has a freely spinning magnet. 

One Giant Magnet
In 1600, an English physician named William Gilbert suggested 
that magnets point to the north because Earth is one giant 
magnet. In fact, Earth behaves as if it has a bar magnet run-
ning through its center. The poles of this imaginary magnet 
are located near Earth’s geographic poles.

Poles of a Compass Needle
If you put a compass on a bar magnet, the marked end of 
the needle points to the south pole of the magnet. Does that 
surprise you? Opposite poles of magnets attract each other. A 
compass needle is a small magnet. And the tip that points to 
the north is the needle’s north pole. Therefore, the point of a 
compass needle is attracted to the south pole of a magnet.

South Magnetic Pole near North Geographic Pole
Look at Figure 9. A compass needle points north because the 
magnetic pole of Earth that is closest to the geographic North 
Pole is a magnetic south pole. A compass needle points to 
the north because its north pole is attracted to a very large 
magnetic south pole.

Earth’s Geographic and Magnetic PolesFigure 9

Model of Earth’s 
Magnetic Field
1. Place a bar magnet on 

a sheet of butcher paper. 
Draw a circle on the paper 
with a diameter larger than 
the bar magnet. This rep-
resents the surface of the 
Earth. Label Earth’s North 
Pole and South Pole.

2. Place the bar magnet 
under the butcher paper, 
and line up the bar 
magnet with the poles.

3. Sprinkle some iron filings 
lightly around the 
perimeter of the circle. 
Describe and sketch the 
pattern you see.



The Core of the Matter
Although you can think of Earth as having a giant bar mag-
net through its center, there isn’t really a magnet there. The
temperature of Earth’s core (or center) is very high. The atoms
in it move too violently to stay lined up in domains.

Scientists think that Earth’s magnetic field is made by the
movement of electric charges in the Earth’s core. The Earth’s
core is made mostly of iron and nickel. The inner core is solid
because it is under great pressure. The outer core is liquid
because the pressure is not as high. As Earth rotates, the
liquid in the core flows. Electric charges move, which makes a
magnetic field.

✓✓Reading Check  What do scientists think causes Earth’s
magnetic field?

A Magnetic Light Show
Look at Figure 10. The beautiful curtain of light is called an
aurora (aw RAWR uh). Earth’s magnetic field plays a part in mak-
ing auroras. An aurora is formed when charged particles from
the sun hit oxygen and nitrogen atoms in the air. The atoms
become excited and then give off light of many colors.

Earth’s magnetic field blocks most of the charged particles
from the sun. But the field bends inward at the magnetic poles.
As a result, the charged particles can crash into the atmosphere
at and near the poles. Auroras seen near Earth’s North Pole
are called the northern lights, or aurora borealis (aw RAWR uh
BAWR ee AL is). Auroras seen near the South Pole are called the
southern lights, or aurora australis (aw RAWR uh aw STRAY lis).

Figure 10  An aurora is an amazing
light show in the sky.

History of the Compass
Records from the first century
BCE found in China show that
people knew that the mineral
lodestone (magnetite) would
align to the north. But not
until about 1,200 years later
were floating compasses used
for navigation. Research early
compasses, and build a work-
ing model of one. Demonstrate
to your class how it works.
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Review
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•• All magnets have two poles. The north 
pole will always point to the north if 
allowed to rotate freely. The other pole is 
called the south pole.

•• Like magnetic poles repel each other. 
Opposite magnetic poles attract.

•• Every magnet is surrounded by a magnetic 
field. The shape of the field can be shown 
with magnetic field lines.

•• A material is magnetic if its domains 
line up.

•• Magnets can be classified as ferromagnets, 
electromagnets, temporary magnets, and 
permanent magnets.

•• Earth acts as if it has a big bar magnet 
through its core. Compass needles and the 
north poles of magnets point to Earth’s 
magnetic south pole, which is near Earth’s 
geographic North Pole.

•• Auroras are most commonly seen near 
Earth’s magnetic poles because Earth’s 
magnetic field bends inward at the poles.

Using Key Terms

1. Use the following terms in the same sentence: 
magnet, magnetic force, and magnetic pole.

Understanding Key Ideas

2. What metal is used to make ferromagnets?

a. iron
b. cobalt
c. nickel
d. All of the above

3. Name three properties of magnets.

4. Why are some iron objects magnetic and others 
not magnetic?

5. How are temporary magnets different from 
permanent magnets?

Critical Thinking

6. Forming Hypotheses  Why are auroras more 
commonly seen in places such as Alaska and 
Australia than in places such as Florida and 
Mexico?

7. Applying Concepts  Explain how you could 
use magnets to make a small object appear to 
float in air.

8. Making Inferences  Earth’s moon has no 
atmosphere and has a cool, solid core. Would 
you expect to see auroras on the moon? 
Explain your answer.

Interpreting Graphics

The image below shows a model of Earth as a 
large magnet. Use the image below to answer 
the questions that follow.

9. Which magnetic pole is closest to the 
geographic North Pole?

10. Is the magnetic field of Earth stronger near the 
middle of Earth (in Mexico) or at the bottom of 
Earth (in Antarctica)? Explain your answer.

Topic: Magnetism; Types of Magnets
SciLinks code: HSM0900; HSM1566



Model-Making Lab

Coil

Paper clip

Disc magnet

Paper clip

Alligator
clip

Wire

Cup

Tape
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Build a model of an electric 
motor.

Analyze the workings of the 
parts of a motor.

• battery, 4.5 V

• cup, plastic-foam

• magnet, disc (4)

• magnet wire, 100 cm

• marker, permanent

• paper clips, large (2)

• sandpaper

• tape

• tube, cardboard

• wire, insulated, with alligator 
clips, approximately 30 cm 
long (2)

Build a DC Motor
Electric motors can be used for many things. Hair dryers, CD 
players, and even some cars and buses are powered by elec-
tric motors. In this lab, you will build a direct current electric 
motor—the basis for the electric motors you use every day.

Procedure

1 To make the armature for the motor, wind the wire around the 
cardboard tube to make a coil like the one shown below. Wind 
the ends of the wire around the loops on each side of the coil. 
Leave about 5 cm of wire free on each end.

2 Hold the coil on its edge. Sand the enamel from only the 
top half of each end of the wire. This acts like a commutator, 
except that it blocks the electric current instead of reversing it 
during half of each rotation.

3 Partially unfold the two paper clips from the middle. Make a 
hook in one end of each paper clip to hold the coil, as shown 
below.

OBJECTIVES

MATERIALS

SAFETY
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4 Place two disc magnets in the bottom of the 
cup, and place the other magnets on the out-
side of the bottom of the cup. The magnets 
should remain in place when the cup is turned 
upside down.

5 Tape the paper clips to the sides of the cup. 
The hooks should be at the same height, and 
should keep the coil from hitting the magnet.

6 Test your coil. Flick the top of the coil lightly 
with your finger. The coil should spin freely 
without wobbling or sliding to one side.

7 Make adjustments to the ends of the wire and 
the hooks until your coil spins freely.

8 Use the alligator clips to attach one wire to 
each paper clip.

9 Attach the free end of one wire to one terminal 
of the battery.

0 Connect the free end of the other wire to the 
second battery terminal, and give your coil a 
gentle spin. Record your observations.

q Stop the coil, and give it a gentle spin in the 
opposite direction. Record your observations.

w If the coil does not keep spinning, check the 
ends of the wire. Bare wire should touch the 
paper clips during half of the spin, and only 
enamel should touch the paper clips for the 
other half of the spin.

e If you removed too much enamel, color half of 
the wire with a permanent marker.

r Switch the connections to the battery, and 
repeat steps 10 and 11.

Analyze the Results

1 Describing Events  Did your motor always 
spin in the direction you started it? Explain.

2 Explaining Events  Why was the motor 
affected by switching the battery connections?

3 Explaining Events  Some electric cars run on 
solar power. Which part of your model would 
be replaced by the solar panels?

Draw Conclusions

4 Drawing Conclusions  Some people claim 
that electric-powered cars produce less pol-
lution than gasoline-powered cars do. Why 
might this be true?

5 Evaluating Models  List some reasons that 
electric cars are not ideal.

6 Applying Conclusions  How could your 
model be used to help design a hair dryer?

7 Applying Conclusions  Make a list of at least 
three other items that could be powered by an 
electric motor like the one you built.
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MathMath
Earth is approximately 150,000,000 km 
from the sun. Calculate how long it takes a 
solar wind that travels at 500 km/s to reach 
Earth from the sun.

Language ArtsLanguage Arts
Write a two-page story about a 
student who undergoes an MRI 

scan. In your story, include the reason he 
or she must have the scan, a description of 
the procedure, and the information the doc-
tor can determine by looking at the scan.

and Society
Magnets in Medicine
Like X rays, magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) creates pictures of a person’s  internal
organs and skeleton. But MRI produces 
clearer pictures than X rays do, and MRI 
does not expose the body to the potentially 
harmful radiation of X rays. Instead, MRI 
uses powerful electromagnets and radio 
waves to create images. MRI allows doctors 
to find small tumors, see subtle changes in 
the brain, locate blockages in blood vessels, 
and observe damage to the spinal cord.

Weird Science
Geomagnetic Storms
On March 13, 1989, a geomagnetic storm 
hit Montreal, Quebec. It caused an electri-
cal blackout that left about 6 million people 
without electricity for nine hours.

A geomagnetic storm occurs when gusts 
of solar wind smash into Earth’s magnetic 
field. Powerful eruptions from the sun, 
called coronal mass ejections (CME), hap-
pen periodically, sending charged particles 
outward at high speeds. Solar winds usu-
ally travel between 300 km/s and 600 km/s. 
But the gusts of solar wind from a CME can 
travel as fast as 2,000 km/s. 

WRITING
SKILL
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Social StudiesSocial Studies

James Clerk Maxwell
Magnetic Math  James Clerk Maxwell was a Scottish mathematician who lived in 
the 1800s. Maxwell’s research led to advances in electromagnetism and in many other 
areas of science. He proposed that light is an electromagnetic wave—a wave that con-
sists of electric and magnetic fields that vibrate at right angles to each other. His work 
on electromagnetic fields provided the foundation for Einstein’s theory of relativity.

After college, Maxwell decided to study 
the work of Michael Faraday. Many physicists 
of the time thought that Faraday’s work was 
not scientific enough. Faraday described his 
experiments but did not try to apply any sci-
entific or mathematical theory to the results. 
Maxwell felt that this was a strength. He 
decided not to read any of the mathemati-
cal descriptions of electricity and magnetism 
until he had read all of Faraday’s work. The 
first paper Maxwell wrote about electricity, 
called “On Faraday’s Lines of Force,” brought 
Faraday’s experimental results together with a 
mathematical analysis of the magnetic field 
surrounding a current. This paper described a 
few simple mathematical equations that could 
be used to describe the interactions between 
electric and magnetic fields. Maxwell contin-
ued to work with Faraday’s results and to pub-
lish papers that gave scientific explanations of 
some of Faraday’s most exciting observations.

People in SciencePeople in Science

To learn more about these 
Science in Action topics, visit
go.hrw.com and type in the
keyword HP5EMGF.

Check out Current Science®

articles related to this chapter 
by visiting go.hrw.com. Just 
type in the keyword HP5CS18.

Study the life of James Clerk Maxwell. Make 
a timeline that shows major events in his 
life. Include three or four historic events 
that happened during his lifetime.




